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Supplies
 

In making my samples I used the following - 
 

A5 Seawhite concertina sketchbook
A5 watercolour paper

Jellyroll pens - black & white
Windsor & Newton inks

Concentrated watercolour essence
Walnut ink crystals

Coffee ink
India ink

Watercolour paints
Stabilo aquarellable pencil - black
Conte pencils - Sienna & sanguine

Posca pens - gold, copper, white & slate grey 
Photos printed onto copier paper

gel matt medium
Gesso

Paste medium
Acrylic inks - various brands

Acrylic paints - various brands
 
 

Supplies



I live with the seasons so my sketchbooks often reflect that.  I am also
constantly inspired by the natural world we inhabit.  Over time, I have
developed lots of ways to work with my sketchbook seasonally and in this
class I am just sharing some examples.  My main aim is to capture moments in
time using my sketchbooks in a creative way that might then transform that
moment.  The transformational element is always about 'stretching' the
moments that I will capture while sketching in the field or taking
photographs.  I work with photographs a lot but never to reproduce what I
see.  I am far more interested in them inspiring a seasonal response. Looking
back through my sketchbooks I can clearly see how well they help connect me
with the seasons.  One of my favourite times to work with the seasons in my
sketchbook is as we begin to move out of one season and into another.  These
transitional moments have a special place in my heart as they ensure that I
'notice' small things.  The world is, after all, a collection of small things.   

In this project we are going to begin to explore your captured seasonal
moments.  For this you will need a range of art supplies similar to the list I
have given and a series of photographs that have captured seasonal moments
in the natural world.  

 
 

Seasons & Sketchbooks



Sample Pages 

A summer page in my glue book  

A summer illustrated landscape  

Late summer moorland

Early summer moorland  

Seasonal finds in my studio 



Autumnal abstract collage  
My travel journal 

Mini seasonal landscapes  

A moment in early autumn 

A folk art inspired Christmas  



When working with seasonal moments I sometimes start with a recognised
colour palette and will work with that for some time covering page after page
and only making small, subtle changes to that palette.  This is especially
evident in tranistional seasonal moments.  I rarely work with pencil,
preferring to draw with pen, usually a black jellyroll pen.  One of my favourite
techniques is to lay down some colour on the paper and leave the page open
for a while as I am working on other projects.  I like the colourways to seep
into my mind.  My studio is full of seasonal moodboards on clipboards so
ideas are never far away.  I sometimes print off a series of photos and hang
them on string with mini pegs.  I like ideas to find me, not the other way
round.  I rarely, if ever, finish a sketchbook page in one sitting.  They all evolve
over time.  I also like to revisit and alter.      

 
 

You will quickly see that my 'pages' come in all sorts of shapes and sizes.  My
favourite method is achieved by making my own sketchbooks but I also use
commercial sketchbooks (Seawhite, Pink Pig, Artway, Strathmore & Daler
Rowney.  In addition, I use my glue book (or altered book) as a place for quick
sketches & ideas.  I often record starting points there for larger work later.    

 
 

Techniques 



Exercises 

A series of wee exercises that you might like to try as you experiment with
'stretching the seasons.'       

Take some ink for a walk across

a series of pages.  Look for

different marks to provoke lines

and draw them in.  What are you

seeing?  

Lay down three diffe
rent colours of in

k

on paper with drips of w
ater on it.  Let

the ink fin
ds its natural home.  C

reate

some intutitive scripting or asemic

writing on top of the ink 



Create an intuitive collage

before adding some lines

and watercolour.  

Do a partial image transfer

using a gel medium - you

are only looking to

transfer some of the

image. Use magazines that

don't seal their inks or

photos from an ink jet

printer.   



Print a defining shape on

your page. Work within

the shape first capturing

elements of a seasonal

moment and then push

beyond those limits to see

where the work takes you.    



Take your chosen colour

palette for a 'walk' and

find how that creates new

subjects not connected to

your original seasonal

references.   

Create an icybackground by
painting gesso and

then blues and
laying cling film

over it to dry.
Remove theclingfilm.   



Create a collage piece using your original ink or watercolour line as your
starting point. What has it revealed?  

Layer different papers and cut or
tear shapes that you see reflected
in your photograph source
material.  Use text in book pages
and the like to create places of
interest.  Be prepared to create
papers for use in your collage
using any of the techniques shared
above.  Focus on the small details. 
 Work small and focus on the
single moments of seasonality.   



Seasonal Journal 

Consider keeping a seasonal journal where you can record your
moments.  My glue books acts as a seasonal diary for me but I also have
an intutitive art journal - these last a full year.       

Every year I wait for the swallows to return and when they do
I dance in the garden. 

I lay out shallow bowls of water after I see my first bumble bee of the year.  They
need water as soon as they emerge from their winter sleep.

I live by the cycle of the moon and on a full moon I always sketch late into the night.  
I do my best drawing then.   

I spot small changes & record them in my glue book. The borage beginning
to flower was my favourite moment from this year so far.    



 Journal Pages 






